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UNIX end-users desperately need an up-to-date reference guide  with real depth: one that teaches UNIX commands and doesn't just list them! In  UNIX User's Handbook, second edition,  best-selling UNIX author Marty Poniatowski covers every topic UNIX users need to  master-with exceptional clarity and practical, real-world examples. Part 1  brings togther thorough coverage of virtually every key aspect of day-to-day  UNIX operation and end-user administration. Part 2 presents an in-depth  programming reference. Part 3 covers every leading option for Windows  interoperability. This new edition has been updated throughout and redesigned  for even faster, easier access to information. Whatever your experience,  whatever UNIX version you use, you won't find a more useful reference!
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From Minimal Contrast to Meaning Construct: Corpus-based, Near Synonym Driven Approaches to Chinese Lexical Semantics (Frontiers in Chinese Linguistics)Springer, 2019

	This book offers new perspectives on the study of Chinese lexical semantics, as well as discourse analysis and cognitive pragmatics based on lexical semantics. The first part focuses on fundamental issues in lexical semantic research, while the second features articles highlighting various aspects of the lexical category systems in Chinese. The...
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Computer Animation: Algorithms and Techniques (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2001
Whether you're a programmer developing new animation functionality or an animator trying to get the most out of your current animation software, Computer Animation: Algorithms and Techniques will help work more efficiently and achieve better results. For programmers, this book provides a solid theoretical orientation and extensive...
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C in DepthBPB Publications, 2019

	In the third edition of the book C in depth , the authors explain the basics of the programming language while maintaining the integrity and clarity of the programs. The book can be utilized by both beginners and advanced level programmers as a self-evaluation and learning source. There are more than 310 programs with explanations to illustrate...
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The Music Producer's Survival Stories: Interviews with Veteran, Independent, and Electronic Music ProfessionalsCengage Learning, 2014

	Featuring interviews with professional full-time musicians, audio engineers, and producers who are making their own way in today's independent and electronic music scenes, The Music Producer's Survival Stories: Interviews with Veteran, Independent, and Electronic Music Professionals will inform you, encourage you, and inspire you to...
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Mathematics For JEE (Main & Advanced), Geometry- Vol. 4John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The JEE (Main & Advanced) is one of the hardest exams to crack for

	students, for a very simple reason – concepts cannot be learned by rote,

	they have to be absorbed, and IIT believes in strong concepts. Each

	question in the JEE (Main & Advanced) entrance exam is meant to push

	the analytical ability of the student to...
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Mass Spectrometry in Medicinal Chemistry: Applications in Drug Discovery, Volume 36 (Methods and Principles in Medicinal Chemistry)John Wiley & Sons, 2007

	This first overview of mass spectrometry-based pharmaceutical analysis is the key to improved high-throughput drug screening, rational drug design and analysis of multiple ligand-target interactions. The ready reference opens with a general introduction to the use of mass spectrometry in pharmaceutical screening, followed by a detailed...
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